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Compare the impact of two promotional methods used in the launch of one 
game across two different media platforms. 
 
Batman: Arkham Asylum is a third person action-adventure video game based on 
the DC Comic’s hero Batman. The game was released on August 2009 and sold 
over 2 million copies within 3 weeks of initial release. It was developed by 
Rocksteady Studios and was published by Eidos Interactive and Warner Bros 
Interactive Entertainment. There is synergy between these companies. This 
game has won many awards and has received critical acclaim. It has also held 
Guinness World Record for “Most critically acclaimed superhero game ever”. The 
main target audience is males, age 14-25 and demographic group C and D.   
 
Batman is represented with hyper-masculinity. In the print and the first shot of 
the television advertisement is a long shot and a low angle of Batman – Which 
enhances his muscles and shows his masculinity. The direct address in the print 

advertisement shows that he has 
power and confidence. Batman’s 
hyper masculinity reflects what the 
male audience (who are the 
primary audience of this game) 
wants to be themselves - this 
creates personal identity. In both 
advertisements, Batman is injured 
in several parts of the body and yet 
he is still fighting. This is a 

dominant representation of men as they are characterized as active and brave.  
 
The mise-en-scène of the print advertisement shows that the world the game is 
set in is a dystopian world. However, there is a sense of utopia (Richard Dyer’s 
Entertainment and Utopia) because Batman will always save everyone. The 
palette is generally dark colors except for the white illuminating moon behind 
Batman. These contrasting colors connotes that there may be binary opposition. 
As well as that, Batman is wearing black clothes and it connotes strength. But it 
also shows fear and the perspective of death.  
 
In the print advertisement, Batman is on the top of the visual hierarchy and is in 

the foreground of the picture – 
This implies that he is the 
protagonist.  Batman is also armed 
with weaponry and this portrays 
violence, which may attract the 
aficionado audience. Batman is a 
dominant representation of men 
due to the hyper-masculine 
features such as muscular bodies.   
 

The graphology in the print advertisement is the second on the visual hierarchy. 
The word “Batman” uses serif font and is put inside the shape of a bat. The 
contrast of colors between the text and the bat shows that there may be some 
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conflict. The word “Batman” is in a bigger size compared to “Arkham Asylum” 
because “Batman” is the word the audience wants to see. This implies that there 
may be more upcoming Batman video games being released in the future. This 
creates excitement and would get the audience to want to finish the first Batman 
game then play the games being released in the future. The big and bold words 
reflect the character Batman, as he is also big and muscular – Which is a 
dominant representation of men. 
 
The television advertisement is called Batman: Arkham Asylum – Television 
Advertisement and was released 2 months before the initial launch. This 
advertisement is the only video that was shown on television.  
 
The voiceover at the start of the television advertisement in the video creates 
enigma because the audience does not know what is happening.  This attracts 
them to buy and play the game. The cinematic trailer of the game attracts 
mainstreamers or audiences that enjoy movies. From an institutional point, 
Rocksteady studios paid money to hire voice actors to maximize the audience. 
The voice actors in the TV advertisement are Kevin Conroy (Batman), Mark 
Hamill (The Joker), and Arleen Sorkin (Harley Quinn). Star appeal has been used 
for the voice actors because they are well known for different reasons.  
 
In both the print and video advertisement, Batman is represented in the same 
way. But, the two main female characters in the game: Harley Quinn and Poison 

Ivy are shown as hypersexual and 
passive in the TV advertisement. 
The male gaze theory can be applied 
here; they were made to look sexual 
in a way that men are not. This 
shows that the game is primarily 
targeted at males. The female 
characters are portrayed as weak 
and smaller than Batman as it can 

be seen in the advertisement of Batman injuring Harley Quinn. 
 
There is synergy between businesses – In the print advertisement and at the end 
of the TV advertisement you can see the logos of Rocksteady Studios, Eidos 
Interactive, Warner Bros Interactive Entertainment and several consoles’ logos 
are seen in the print advertisement. This may appeal to people who like the 
developer or the publisher of the game. Batman: Arkham Asylum was initially 
released for PS3 and Xbox; audiences who use these consoles may also be 
interested in purchasing this game.   
 

The ESRB rating on the bottom right corner of the print 
advertisement tells the audience that this game is not 
suitable for children due to inappropriate references.  
It tells us that the target audience the companies are 
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aiming for are young teenage boys.  The main psychographic audience of this 
game is mainstreamers. 
 
Future World Music produced the background music in the television 
advertisement. Future World Music is a custom music library owned by Armen 
Hambar. It has featured in several movies and games and worked with many 
different companies. This could attract audiences who like Future World Music 
to buy the game. Future World Music’s main audience are people who enjoy 
fantasy adventure and epic-action genres.  
 
At the end of the video 
advertisement the launch date 
of the game is shown. This 
creates interest in the game 
before launch. It also informs 
the audience of when the game 
will be released. There is a link 
written under the title, this 
gives the aficionado audiences 
access to more promotional 
information.  
 
In conclusion, Batman: Arkham Asylum uses representation in the same way for 
both advertisements - Batman is shown as hyper-masculine and the female 
characters are hyper-sexualized. The game is based in a dystopian world and the 
main audience is males in their teenage years.  


